Dean Valley Times
Dear Parents,

News from the Office...

Happy Friday to you all!
Week 2 of lock down has gone slowly in my house this week, although a sense of humour is hanging
on in there! An education in music has become part of our weeks work. My children have embraced
sounds from different decades and are enjoying an eclectic music mix which has been entertaining
at times.
Another huge thank you goes out to you all for your continued support and the determination you
show every day. We know this is a difficult time and as a staff we are all feeling it too whether
that is combating ‘home learning’ for our own children, doing battle in supermarkets to hunt down
eggs, bread, milk and other weekly essentials, work from home some days whilst trying to help with
understanding of children’s homework, answer the phone, attend Zoom meetings, make lunch and
tackle the Everest mountain that appeared above the washing machine.
It’s daunting at times and there is certainly no Covid-19 Instruction manual for how to cope with
the challenges a day may throw at you, I think in my home the one step at a time and do what you
can when you can is the mantra this week. We are all finding our feet and adjusting to a completely
new way of living and working, in challenging times where simply popping out for 10 minutes isn't
currently part of our daily routine, a nice family and friend ramble at the weekend has been replaced with a family walk away from others and then home again as that’s the daily allowance of
being out of the house and in the bigger world—unless you are unlucky enough to be one of those
who are ill or having to self isolate where caged tigers springs to mind!
As a community of 151 families, 210 pupils, parents and staff there is no one size fits all approach
and we are all doing the best we can. We are going to step back from home learning over the Easter
break and just share a (totally optional!) bit of family fin that might give your imaginations a stimulus for the odd hour or two … and help possibly redecorate the school entrance when we do all get
back in. You can read more about this inside the newsletter where Mrs Leicester ahs her own page
and on the Dojo where it will also be posted for you!
Thank you to all of you that have completed our survey, it really does help us to get a picture of
what is going well for parents and what may be causing problems. We will do what we can to help
and where changes can be made we will certainly do our best. Printers seem to be one of the biggest issues. Staff have tried hard to create resources which don’t need printing and as such the
only way round this would be for those parents to let us know what they would find helpful printed
each week and we could print out and leave in the yellow box in a plastic wallet for you to collect.
Well-Being
Ironically being at home more because of Covid-19 and all it has changed has impacted on how we
feel, things that would normally be swept to one side and a wry smile given can suddenly become
huge: the football bouncing off the kitchen window for the 100th time this week saw me tell my
youngest I’d pop it if it happened again…
At this time we all need to be able to give ourselves a break allow some time in the day to simply
breathe and take stock.
To our children … my message to you is be kind … to your siblings, to your parents, everyone is doing
the best job they can - and there is no tougher job than being a
parent! Be proud of the way
you are approaching a new way of accessing experiences, activities and ‘learning’ with determination, resilience and pride. You are all amazing!
To our parents ...my message to you is give yourself credit for all you are doing alongside the norms
of life… no-one expected to find themselves with a new job description from the end of March with
no end date...do what you can and be kind to yourselves—make that cup of tea ( or pour a drink of
your liking) and tell yourself you did the best you can today—because you will have!
To our staff...be proud of all you are achieving, they certainly didn't train us to
deal with teaching in a Pandemic when we were at Uni … not one of us has been
through this before and there is no rule book to follow… take time to celebrate
your amazing classes and all that they are doing but also take time to be just you
and to be with your families.
As ever if I can help in any way don’t hesitate to get in touch.
I wish you all a very happy Easter break, please take care and stay safe,
Kind regards,
Vicky McPherson
Don’t forget if you haven't had chance to feedback using our survey then please use the link below or on the dojo.
Survey link—
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/9K5YKT7

Super Learning Week

Thank you for the lovely yellow jumper pictures!
Don’t forget to let me know
your shout outs for next
week!

We are now two weeks in to our ‘Home Valley’ experience
and incredibly grateful for your support and super impressed with the pictures, videos and comments you have
shared.
We are not home schooling our pupils, the activities being
shared are suggested tasks for you to have a go at and any
work, activities shared, photographs of your children having
fun, trying things out are a lovely way for us to see them
and to keep communication going with them over what is
a difficult time for them too. The structures chosen by
the school were to try to encourage positive mind-sets
and a little familiarity as mental health of everyone is so
important.
Uploading to your child’s portfolio does not have to be
daily, even if you could upload some pictures once a week
this would give class teachers (and me) a lovely way to
see what they are doing. It is important for us that this
works for you as well as us, if teachers are in school
they will be slower commenting on pictures and work uploaded as they are not able to access it during the day
because they are supervising children in school. Equally
when they are at home they may also be supporting their
children with home ‘learning’ and may not be able to comment straight away. I would ask that 24 hours is given
before expecting replies.
Don’t forget anything you can do around mindfulness
There will be no work set over Easter by teachers as it
is important that you all look after yourself #bekind!
If you fancy taking up the challenge set by Madame Leicester then have fun—I know the staff will!

Home Valley

Super Learning Week

Super Learning Week

Worry Jar/box/bag
Take an empty box, jar,
bag and let children
decorate. Any worries
they have over the next
little while can be put
inside to lighten the
load.

Mental Health
At this time we all have worries about what
is happening and how to deal with it. Please
see below a couple of books which may be
useful for you to use or know about.
Be Brave, Hello Happy Dr Sharvie (Amazon )
The Huge Bag of Worries—Virginia Ironside.

Shout Out Celebrations
Reception

Big Shout out for being AWESOME!
Mirabelle and Meg for learning to ride your bikes, All those who made carnival masks or
learnt about South American countries and animals and for Dougie and Daniel for being
brave and having virtual tigers to play!

Year 1

Big shout to Y1 for great storytelling videos, maths measuring, reading diaries and going
on virtual roller coasters!
Ole for fabulous story video,, Lola for having a go at everything, Orion—measuring superstar, Arianne fab writing, Rory D for life saving skills, William for dedication and
Christopher for learning shapes in the outdoors!

Year 2

Big shout to Y2 for your determination, resilience and work ethic you are incredible!
Baking, cooking and helping with the household chores—you are all superstars!
Madeleine for amazing your mum with your maths, Charlie M for being such a pleasure to
have at home and working hard, Harrison for perseverance and commitment, Alyssa for
reading virtually to Mrs Buckingham and Joe for loving the camera and oodles of enthusiasm when explaining things!

Year 3

Big shout out to Y3 for being such resilient children who share learning and activities—
you’ve impressed everyone! Amelie (and your mum) for connecting year 3 using ICT so
they can stay in touch! Harvey for fantastic confidence, Ozzie and Eva for amazing attitudes to ‘Home Valley’ and being helpful with siblings at home! Emma and Polly for developing their own learning by following their interests and Harry for amazing maths!

Year 4

Big shout out to Y4 for being so amazing learning and experiencing new things and your
great attitude to a whole new way of life! You are all amazing!
Nathan for your baking skills, Tianna for amazing presentation. Poppy for creating a
beautiful flower card for grandparents, Beth for amazing back flips, Noah for pitching
and sleeping in a tent in the garden, Lily for being a super presenter, Milly for your wonderful creative writing and challenging maths!

Year 5

Big shout out to Y5 for being fantastic and having a resilient attitude over the last two
weeks in home learning!
Celia for amazing 3-D pictures, Gethin for fabulous cooking skills, Rudi for amazing
drumming, Alfie for a great bug house, Evie for hedgehog hunting, George for rainbow
painting, Elliot for guitar lessons, Harry for sign language, Jazzy for shooting skills and
an ingenious netball post, and Anna’s amazing baking!

Year 6

Big shout out to Y6 for being amazing in all that they have had a go at, documentaries,
following own learning and making others smile! You are missed lots and we are all proud
of how your resilient you are!
Flow Lomas for making Mrs McDermot smile at home just as much as she does @DV,
Harry for uploading his work and a great interview about rhinos with your brother and
Florence Meggit for going above and beyond with independent learning!

